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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I want to start by introducing the commodity I’ll be talking about – this is what’s called a “fresh fruit bunch.” These fruits and the seeds are processed into palm oil and palm kernel oil. If any of you have been to Kalimantan or Sumatra, you may have seen big trucks piled with these fruit bunches, driving from the plantations to the mills. In the US, palm oil is a common ingredient in processed foods, but globally it is also important as a cooking oil and a biofuel source. And I’ll be focusing on palm oil in Indonesia, which is the world’s largest palm oil producer
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Palm oil is an extremely productive oil crop – producing more oil per hectare than any other major commodity – but it is also extremely controversial. This is a plantation that I visited before I started this research. This area was in the process of being developed when I visited, and the local community was in conflict with the plantation company. This farmer had brought me here to show me that tiny patch of agroforest that you can see on the horizon. That’s his agroforestry plot, and he had fought with the company and up to that point had prevented them from clearing it, though many other community members were not as lucky. And this is a fairly common story of land use change in Indonesia
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here I have another common land use change story - this is in Tesso Nilo national park in Sumatra.On the left, you can see a deforestation event inside the park, documented by WWF, and on the right you can see oil palms that have been illegally planted within the park boundaries. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we wanted to do with this research was to quantify the extent to which palm oil was replacing these land covers – in particular natural forest – on a national scaleAnd to do that, we used in a sample-based approach. I’m not going to go into much detail on the methods here, though feel free to ask questions or to catch me after the presentation if you want more details about that. I do want to show you where our sampled pixels were located, though. We selected 10,000 30x30 meter pixels randomly from seven regional strata, and used satellite reference data to identify the land cover in 1990 and any degradation or land cover change events occurring in forested areas. Using a sample, rather than deriving our estimates from a map, allowed us to quantify the uncertainty of our area estimates, which is not possible when you calculate areas from maps alone. Additionally, in this case, data gaps in the 1990s make it difficult to create annual wall-to-wall products before 2000, so using a sample also allowed us to estimate areas over a longer time period. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 1990, Indonesia contained 115 million hectares of primary forest – about 60% of its total land area – and almost 90 million hectares of intact primary forest 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By 2020, Indonesia had lost 28 million hectares of primary forest, which is displayed here in pink, and another 25 million hectares of intact forest had been degraded, shown here in yellowTo put the scale of this clearing into perspective, it's as if Indonesia lost an area of primary forest the size of Yellowstone national park every year for 30 years



16 (+/-0.5) Mha under oil palm cultivation in 2020
4.1 (+/-0.3) Mha uncertain

7.8 (+/-0.4) Mha
Palm oil, 

previously forested

1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, 

previously forested

8.1 (+/-0.4) Mha
Palm oil, 

not forested in 1990

2.3 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, 

not forested in 1990

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In 2020, Indonesia contained 16 million hectares planted with oil palms. Of this, a little less than half was planted in areas that had been forested in 1990. We also found 4 million hectares of land for which we could not confirm whether oil palms had been planted. I’ll talk about this category a bit more at the end of the talk. 
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7.8 (+/-0.4) Mha
Palm oil, previously forested

5.3 (+/-0.3) Mha planted after a delay

2.5 (+/-0.2) Mha 
converted 
immediately

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I’ll focus on the palm oil that was planted in previously forested areas. Of this area, about 2.5 million hectares was planted within 12 months of forest clearing. Obviously in those cases, there is little ambiguity over whether or not palm oil was the “driver” of deforestation. For the remaining 5.3 million hectares, you can see there is really a wide range of lag times, with a lot of oil palm development happening 5 or 10 years after forest clearing. So one of the major questions we had is what is happening during that lag time, and this has real policy implications. Palm oil’s link to deforestation has led to consumer boycotts and campaigns by environmental groups, and on an even larger scale, it caused the EU to exclude palm oil from its list of sustainable biofuels that will count towards emissions reductions goals. One of the arguments that the industry makes is that most palm oil is actually not planted on forested land.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To help us understand this dynamic, we looked at the land uses immediately after forests were clearedAnd we found that immediately after forest clearing, more than half of the deforested land in Indonesia was left idle for at least one year. For those of you who are familiar with Indonesia, this is not entirely surprising. large areas of “degraded” or “underutilized” land is not. Researchers have known for a long time that Indonesia contains large areas of “degraded” or “underutilized” land. And if any of you have been to Indonesia during the dry season, especially in areas like Sumatra and Kalimantan, you may have also noticed smoke from land fires. These are especially severe during El Nino events, and the idle areas are especially vulnerable to fire, so many researchers assume that most of the underutilized land was created by forest fires. 



25.9% (+/-1.1)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And we did find that 26% of all deforested land in Indonesia was cleared by fire, which is displayed here in orange. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But we also found that an even larger area – 30% of deforested land – was cleared actively – either manually or mechanically – and left idle for at least 12 months
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So going forward in time, if we look at deforested land five years after clearing, we see that the total area of actively cleared unplanted land, shown in pink, has declined, while the area used for oil palm cultivation, displayed in dark blue, has increased. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
By 2020, palm oil production has become the dominant land use in deforested areas, followed by smallholder agriculture, which is displayed in light blue. The areas of both actively cleared unplanted land and fire cleared land have declined, but combined, these two categories still cover over 30% of Indonesia’s deforested area. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s another way that we’ve tried to visualize these trajectories. Here, we look at the dynamics of fire cleared land over time. On the positive y-axis, we have the land newly cleared by fire each year – most of it from either intact primary forests, shown in dark green, or degraded primary forests, shown in light green or yellow. On the negative y-axis, we’ve plotted the land uses eventually established in fire-cleared lands. Palm oil plantations, displayed in dark blue, and tree plantations, displayed in teal, are the most common land uses in fire-cleared areas. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For land that was actively cleared but left unplanted, we see a different temporal pattern – unplanted land was established consistently throughout the study period – we don’t see spikes during El Nino events, like we do with fire clearing. Unplanted land was also almost exclusively converted to palm oil – roughly 80% of all unplanted land that was eventually converted to a productive use was converted to palm oil, compared to about 63% of land cleared by fire. So fire cleared land is created more sporadically, is tied to El Nino events, and, when it is converted to a productive land use, the land use outcomes are relatively heterogenous Unplanted land seems to be created more systematically, and is used almost exclusively for palm oil production. This suggests that there is a relationship between unplanted land clearing and palm oil. 
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1.5 (+/-0.2) Mha 
initially cleared by fire

3.4 (+/-0.2) Mha initially 
unplanted (actively cleared)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And the length of the delays between clearing and planting were also different in unplanted and fire-cleared areas. So in total, an estimated 3.4 million hectares of initially unplanted land was converted to oil palm, and you can see the lag times displayed here in pink. Another 1.5 million hectares of land that was initially cleared by fire was eventually converted to oil palm, and you can see longer lag times are more common in fire cleared areas compared to unplanted areas. *In cases of delayed palm conversion, actively cleared areas had a median gap between forest clearing and planting of 5 years, compared to 11 years in area cleared by forest fires*
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We can’t fully understand this relationship based on satellite imagery alone. However, I did want to share with you one example from Riau, a province in Sumatra that experienced a lot of unplanted land clearing. Before the pandemic, we were hoping to visit some of these unplanted areas, including this site. While we weren’t able to get there, I was able to meet with a graduate student at the local university who was conducting his dissertation research in this region. You can see that the pixel itself is empty, but oil palms have been planted near the canal. He suspected that farmers hoped to either raise capital from the oil palms they had planted to later cultivate the entire area, or that they hoped to demonstrate to an investor that oil palms could be successfully grown here, so that they could later sell the land. Both of these scenarios are similar to scenarios discussed in the academic literature, and I can talk more about this during the Q&A if anyone is interested. 



1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, previously forested

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now I want to focus on these “unclear” areas, specifically the 1.8 million hectares of previously forested land where we couldn’t confirm the presence of absence of oil palms 
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1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, previously forested

Annual expansion of “unclear” land (cannot confirm final land use)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of the 4.1 million hectares of unconfirmed land, 1.8 million occurred in areas that had previously been forested, and here you can see the expansion of these “unclear” areas over time. Most of these areas were cleared in either 2019 or 2020 – this makes sense because it was more difficult to confirm the land use for land cleared at the end of the study period, since there was less likely to be high resolution imagery available after the clearing event, and we also had limited time-series data to confirm land uses such as tree plantations, which can be identified based on regrowth patterns. 
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1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, previously forested

Annual expansion of “unclear” land (cannot confirm final land use)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In some of these cases, new clearings occurred in lands already being used. Although we can’t confirm the final land used in these cases, there is a good chance they were cleared as part of normal harvesting/planting cycles, and they will go back to the original useIn other cases, we couldn’t confirm the land use in recently deforested land, or in land that was cleared by fire or unplanted. In these cases, this land may have been planted with oil palms, or they may have been converted to another use or left idle. 
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1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, previously forested

Annual expansion of “unclear” land (cannot confirm final land use)

From previous oil palm: 0.1 (+/-0) Mha

From unplanted land: 0.5 (+/-0.1) Mha
From fire-cleared land: 0.3 (+/-0.1) Mha
From forest: 0.3 (+/-0.1) Mha

From other productive uses: 0.7 (+/-0.1) Mha

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So of the 1.8 million hectares of unclear land, we have about 1.1 million hectares where oil palm expansion was one of the likely outcomes



Direct palm oil conversion 
from primary forests

All palm oil expansion in previously 
forested areas (direct and lagged)

All palm oil expansion plus indistinguishable land 
(excluding land converted from productive uses)

Data source: International Monetary Fund
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This introduces some uncertainty into annual palm oil expansion estimates in previously forested areas. Here, we see the area planted with oil palms immediately after primary forest clearing in dark blue – from 2017 onward, the direct conversion of primary forests for oil palm dropped below levels detectable with our sample We also see, in light blue, the total annual expansion inside previously forested areasAnd in yellow, we see the total palm oil expansion area plus the subset of indistinguishable land converted from primary forests or unproductive land usesThe true area planted with oil palms in 2019 and 2020 likely falls somewhere between these two estimates. I’ve also included plotted annual palm oil prices. There appears to be a relationship between expansion rates and price. One exception is the 2018-2020 period, when confirmed palm expansion dropped, while prices remained relatively stable. The uncertainty around the expansion estimates in the last few years of the study could explain that difference. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Talk about the decoupling of palm expansion and/or deforestation from palm prices – decoupling from soy was one of the signals that BLA protections were working



Annual palm oil expansion in previously forested land
Land cover before 
palm oil conversion:
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1.8 (+/-0.2) Mha
Unclear, previously forested
From previous oil palm: 0.1 (+/-0) Mha

From unplanted land: 0.5 (+/-0.1) Mha
From fire-cleared land: 0.3 (+/-0.1) Mha
From forest: 0.3 (+/-0.1) Mha

From other productive uses: 0.7 (+/-0.1) Mha



2017-2020
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking at deforestation patterns over time, two periods stand out – 1997 and 1998, and the 2017-2020 period. I’m going to discuss each of these periods in more detail here. 
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Questions? 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So with that, I'll open it up for questions, and thank you so much for your time! 
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